Enhanced gene expression by a novel stearylated INF7 peptide derivative through fusion independent endosomal escape.
An octaarginine-modified multifunctional envelope-type nano device (R8-MEND) was previously reported to be an efficient nonviral vector for the delivery of plasmid DNA, in vitro and after topical administration. We report herein on a novel stearylated derivative of the INF7 peptide, a derivative of the N-terminal domain of the HA2 protein of the influenza virus envelope, which enhances the endosomal escape of R8-MEND through a mechanism independent of fusion between the MEND coat and the endosomal membrane. The use of the novel peptide derivative would permit the gene expression of the R8-MEND to be improved, both in vitro and in vivo. R8-MEND modified with stearylated INF7 resulted in gene expression levels that were 77-fold higher than unmodified and 20-fold higher than the free INF7 peptide-modified R8-MEND with no cellular toxicity. Spectral imaging in live cells confirmed that the stearylated INF7 modification did not mediate fusion between liposomes and the endosomal membrane. The inclusion of DOPE to the R8-MEND coat was synergistic with the peptide in improving gene transfection. The intravenous injection of an R8-MEND modified with stearylated INF7 to ICR mice resulted in luciferase expression levels 240-fold higher in liver and 115-fold higher in spleen than that of the R8-MEND.